
scan cameras, line lighting, and lenses de-
signed for the working distance and the field 
of view. An incremental encoder, positioned 
at the product, enables the synchronization 
with varying machine speeds or changes 
of direction. Every line scan camera inde-
pendently inspects a designated part of the 
sheet material and reports defects to a su-
pervisory panel PC. The machine’s electrical 
cabinet is omitted due to space constraints. 
The line scan camera´s program is designed 
for the quality inspection of the web or sheet 
material, including the optimization of al-
gorithms to meet the requirements of fast 
machines. 

Both cases show in a simplified way that 
embedded machine vision must meet var-
ious demands in contrast to commercial 
applications, where a simple camera with 
a small ARM processor is often a sufficient 
solution.

A Variety of Improvements
Apart from completely new ideas, deci-
sion makers of image processing systems 
often ask themselves whether an existing 
application will be realized as an embed-

ded machine vision solution in the next 
generation. Actually, quite a few past ob-
stacles no longer exist, so there are various 
improvements:
 ▪ Windows-based application programs 

can be ported to Linux operating systems 
much more easily than before. If you are 
using the Halcon library, it runs on dif-
ferent processors and operating systems. 
With a few tips and tricks derived from 
recent portings, it is easy to overcome the 
few obstacles.

 ▪ HMI/GUI: The operation of established 
programs on the local Windows PC has 
become outdated. Just think of brows-

The term embedded implies an inde-
pendently working but integral part of 
a system with no extra device or add-

on. Consequently, embedded vision systems 
adjust to the requirements of the relevant 
machine which affects both the form fac-
tor and the integration of communication 
interfaces as well as camera and comput-
er requirements. Of course, the application 
software is also specifically written and op-
timized for the same machine.

A Broad Range of Solutions
If you look at it like this, the range of possible 
solutions is very broad, as the following two 
examples show: 
1) A stereo sensor board is integrated into 
the gripping device of a robot as a circuit 
board. The system operates with the robot 
via fieldbus protocol, camera resolution and 
distance are designed in an application-op-
timized way, and the circuit board is devel-
oped as compact as possible to be mounted 
into the device.
2) A camera traverse is integrated into a 
machine that handles sheet material. It is 
composed of a crossbar with intelligent line 

“ A few past obstacles 
no longer exist,  
so embedded machine 
vision solutions have 
become future-proof. ”

A Broad Concept
The Goals of Embedded Machine Vision and Their Realization

The principles of embedded technology lead to a very broad range of possible  
solutions for embedded  machine vision systems. With the right components, building  
such a system is facilitated and pay-off becomes predictable. 
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er-based, decentralized operation. This 
is why the Human Machine Interface 
(HMI) – regardless of the platform – has 
to be redesigned according to new re-
quirements.

 ▪ Computing power: Very compact, intel-
ligent cameras like Imago’s VisionCam 
now include multicore ARM processors 
with a computing power only large IPCs 
were known for just a few years ago.

 ▪ Young generation: What is the expertise 
of today’s well-educated young engi-
neers and computer scientists? Linux, of 
course. They often have first experiences 
with embedded boards. But of course, 
experienced developers, too, have been 
realizing the chances and benefits of their 
computer architecture knowledge for a 
long time.

 ▪ Middleware: The software and firmware 
that provide application developers with 
convenience, i.e. software development 
kits (SDKs) for several interfaces, already 
incorporated libraries, sample programs, 

integrated image processing libraries. 
Their high standard allows a quick start 
and reduces development times.

Quick Start
In order to get started, Imago offers a com-
plete portfolio of embedded machine vision 
components designed for the broad range 
of embedded machine vision solutions. It 
includes the VisionBox Le Mans for pro-
cessing computing-intensive applications in 
real time with an 8-core ARM Cortex-A72 
and offers machine and camera interfaces. 
With a 2-core ARM Cortex-A15 as well as 
an OpenCL manageable dual-core accelera-
tor, the CPU is integrated in the VisionCam. 
Gigabit-Ethernet, fieldbus, I/O, encoder in-
terface – everything is prepared for pro-
cessing the image data from area or line 
scan sensors that offer a resolution of up 
to 5 MPixels or 8k. For an easy start the 
VisionSensor PV offers the possibility of 
solving sensor tasks simply via the vision 
system.

Pay-off Time
When does embedded vision pay off finan-
cially? The total prices of today’s series sys-
tems – added up over a lifecycle of several 
years – must be compared to the price of 
a single embedded machine vision system 
and its one-time development costs. Imago 
realizes original design manufacturer (ODM) 
customizations starting from just 25 units 
per year if the product is planned to be avail-
able in the market for several years. 
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